GETTING TO KNOW YOUR LADDER

The Little Giant Ladder is a multi-use ladder designed to provide safety, comfort and efficiency. It’s built for the professional who demands the very best. The ladder comes in 1A, 2A and 3A and 12 different lengths and positions, including:

1. Fully extended
2. 1-Frame step
3. 2-Frame step
4. 3-Frame step
5. 4-Frame step
6. One-Step
7. Two-Step
8. Three-Step
9. Four-Step

LIMITED LADDER OPERATION

Palm Button

Change your ladder’s shape.

Rock Locks™

Change your ladder’s height.

Extension

Safetying from the small hook at the top, open and lock your Palm Button to adjust your ladder to different shapes, or use the small hook on the bottom. The ladder shape is determined by the Palm Button being pushed out. The Palm Button can be locked in the extended shape or locked in the retracted shape.

Ladder Extension Locks

Extension Safetying Locks

When using your ladder, always keep the ladder safetying lock in place to avoid accidental lockout.

A-Frame

Scaffolding

[Diagram of ladder shapes and positions]

One Ladder Does It All

A-Frame and Scaffolding Safety Tip

1. Ensure that the Rock Locks and Rock Locks are securely engaged before lifting the ladder.
2. Do not use the ladder in an elevated position with the Rock Locks not engaged.
3. When lifting your ladder, always ensure that the Rock Locks and Rock Locks are engaged before setting the ladder on the ground.
4. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.
5. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.
6. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.

Extension Ladder Safety Tip

1. Do not use the ladder in an elevated position with the Rock Locks not engaged.
2. Do not use the ladder in an elevated position with the Rock Locks not engaged.
3. When lifting your ladder, always ensure that the Rock Locks and Rock Locks are engaged before setting the ladder on the ground.
4. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.
5. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.

Platform Work Safety Tip

1. Do not use the ladder in an elevated position with the Rock Locks not engaged.
2. Do not use the ladder in an elevated position with the Rock Locks not engaged.
3. When lifting your ladder, always ensure that the Rock Locks and Rock Locks are engaged before setting the ladder on the ground.
4. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.
5. Do not lift the ladder by the Rock Locks or Rock Locks.

Register Your Warranty

To receive warranty service, submit a warranty registration form online at www.littlegiant.com.